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Smoking Gun Emails: Bush and Blair Secretly
Plotted War on Iraq in March 2002
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Revealed by the British media are the details “of the ‘deal in blood’ forged between George
W. Bush and Tony Blair over the Iraq War.” 

The meetings took place in  Crawford, Texas a year prior to the onslaught of the US-UK led
invasion of Iraq. According to the Daily Mail:

The damning memo, from secretary of state Colin Powell to president George
Bush, was written on March 28, 2002, a week before Bush’s famous summit
with Blair at his Crawford ranch in Texas.

The Powell document, headed ‘Secret… Memorandum for the President’, lifts
the lid on how Blair and Bush secretly plotted the war behind closed doors at
Crawford. 

In it, Powell tells Bush that Blair ‘will be with us’ on military action. Powell
assures the president: ‘The UK will follow our lead’.

The  classified  document  also  discloses  that  Blair  agreed  to  act  as  a  glorified
spin doctor for  the president by presenting ‘public  affairs lines’  to convince a
skeptical public that Saddam had Weapons of Mass Destruction – when none
existed.

In return, the president would flatter Blair’s ego and give the impression that
Britain  was  not  America’s  poodle  but  an  equal  partner  in  the  ‘special
relationship’. (Mail on Sunday, October 18, 2015)

The leaked documents reveal unequivocally  that Tony Blair had agreed to waging war on
Iraq, one year before the invasion of March 2003:

The sensational leak shows that Blair had given an unqualified pledge to sign
up to the conflict a year before the invasion started.

It flies in the face of the UK Prime Minister’s public claims at the time that he
was seeking a diplomatic solution to the crisis.

He told voters: ‘We’re not proposing military action’ – in direct contrast to what
the secret email now reveals. 

The disclosure is certain to lead for calls for Sir John Chilcot to reopen his
inquiry into the Iraq War if, as is believed, he has not seen the Powell memo.
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A second explosive memo from the same cache also reveals how Bush used
‘spies’ in the Labour Party to help him to manipulate British public opinion in
favor of the war.

The documents, obtained by The Mail on Sunday, are part of a batch of secret
emails held on the private server of Democratic presidential candidate Hillary
Clinton which U.S. courts have forced her to reveal. (Mail on Sunday, October
18, 2015)

To read the Mail on Sunday article  click here 
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Part two: This second, explosive memo, drafted by the U.S. Embassy in London,
reveals how Bush used Labour ‘spies’ to manipulate British public opinion
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Having read the above, ask yourself the question is Tony Blair a War Criminal?  

British Citizens and British Residents can sign the petition (click the above image)
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